SPECIFICATIONS FOR ENGINES*                    407
The 250 horse power engine is to be a side crank engine and carries the generator on but one side. The frame, main working parts and low pressure cylinder of this engine shall be designed extra heavy so that high pressure steam can be admitted to the low pressure cylinder, so as to practically double the power of the engine in case of an emergency. Suitable pipe connections. and an auxiliary throttle valve will be made to the live steam pipe by the Contractor. The receiver and all receiver connections will also be built strong enough to sustain the extra pressure.
Proposition No. 10. On one 400 horse power Tandem compound condensing Corliss or releasing valve type of engine, designed to run at a speed of 80 revolutions per minute, and one 200 horse power Tandem compound condensing Corliss or releasing valve of engine at 80 revolutions per minute. Same design of engine as called for in Proposition No. 9, and to fulfill the same guarantees as called for in Proposition No. i.
Cross Compound JSngines. The bidders shall also submit figures on cross compound engines under Propositions Nos. i and 5.
All engines furnished shall be provided with ^es^1"****-governing mechanisms which shall be capable of automatically varying the point of cut-off from naught to three-quarter stroke, as the load requires, and of controlling the speed within reasonable limits. The bidder shall state his guarantee on reg* ulation with the engines ranging from half load to full load, and from full, load to no load.
All Corliss or releasing valve engines shall govern on both high and low pressure cylinders.
All engines furnished will be provided with fly Fl? wk**1*-wheels instead of belt or band wheels, and the specifications for each engine shall state the diameter and weight of the wheels which the Contractor proposes to furnish. It should be remembered by the bidder that these engines are designed for electric railway work, and that the fly wheel should be proportioned for such work.
The condensers and air pumps will be furnish- Condensers. ed by the Purchaser but in case the Corliss engines running not over 100 revolutions per minute are purchased, it may be desirable to drive the boiler feed, air and circulating pumps direct from a rock 27

